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tions and grants for BSU."
Russell said a specific goal of
his term was to pass a bill allow-
ing astudent.vote 00 all propos-
ed fee increases. The. bill written
by Hopkins this year was defeated
in the senate. .
Hopkins said he believes that
the computer labs and the equip-
ment offered to students are be-
ing depleted and sees a need to
update and increase the number
of computers. He said the amount
of space provided to word pro-
cessingneeds might be cut to meet
the increased demand from other
users.
. .Both Russell and Hopkins plan
to work more closely with BSU
President John Keiser than past
ASBSU executives'have and want
to avoid beating their heads on
. 'the president's door, they said.
Russell said that, although they.
might not always agree with
Keiser, they wanLtodevelop a
positive and effective relationship
with him.
Russell said he plans to reduce
the amount of paper shuffling in
the Senate and make the senators
get "out on campus." He said
that an important goal of his term
is to "accurately gauge student
opinion," allowing ASBSU to
better represent the students.
Russell, Hopkins win; workforstu'dentinpuf
" .. .. . .
. '.
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.~~a::JBSU receives, big ,gift
\ :v·R.., .~p. _. Micron Technology has given a $1
~ ~. million donation to BSU for the pur-,
-- ,. pose of buying Campus Elementary
School.
The total purchase price of the
school, which university ad-
ministrators have. expressed an in:
. terest in buying,isaround$1.5
million. The district plans to raisc.the
other .$5QO,OOO . through other
contributors.
bY Jim Chivers
.The University News
.of Business race with ·130 votes;
defeating- Russ Nelson with 115
votes. The new College"of Educa-
tionsenator is Valerie.Fuhriman,
who defeated incumbent Michelle
R. Smith by 9 votes. Lon Waford
Won the uncontested. Graduate
College senatorial' position, and
Suzanne McIntosh won the Social
Science and Public Affairs race by
to votes, defeating" Curtis
Osterloh 101 to 91. Gary Hemke
won the Vo-Iech seat by a 90-vote
margin over' Frank Hartmann,
120 to 30.
Newly elected ASBSU· Presi-
dent Jeff Russell and Vice
President Bob Hopkins credit car-
rying 94 percent' of the Vo-Iech
, precinct vote and 60 percent of the
Business precinct vote for their
victory. Russell said in the past
elections Vo:rechhas been ignored -
by 'executive candidates and
believes their success in winning
the executive positions is due
partly to the Vo-Iech vote.
Russell said the ticket's goals
for its term include "expanding
the bounds of ASBSU off.earn-
pus and getting ASBSU more in-
volved with servicing the com-
munity." Russell said he hopes to
find support from the communi-
ty to help BSU . increase the'
number of periodical subscrip-
tions at the library and he plans
to "activelyseek corporate dona-
Jeff Russell and Robert
.Hopkins won theASBSU ex-
ecutive. election with. 734 votes,
178 votes 11)0rethan runners-up
Ron Craig and Randy Yadon.
Election Board Chairman Dwight
Johnson said the 1,464"ballot
election was the highest turnout
in the past few years at BSU.
Newly elected College of Arts
'and Science Senator Allen Oamel
received the most votes in the
. senate race, with 204 ballots,
followed.by Todd Johnson with
160votes. Johnson lost to Gamel.
John Hibbard took the College
Students speak on Union fe~
ting it. necessity for the proposed life safe-
Hernke said students he talked to ty improvement, and said an enhanc-
backed the needed renovations but ed Student Union building would be
Students and administrators many had families to support in ad- a showplace and a recruiting device
testified both for and against a fee- dition to paying their feesand felt the for. both students and faculty.'
increase proposal during an hour- Student Union expansion and addi- "That's what this fee increase is all
and-a-half hearing April 12, with tions should be treated as a separate about-making BSU a better place,"
some student leaders accusing others issue. she-sald, "Not only a better place to
of playing politics with theissue, Karen Scheffer, an ASBSU senator look at, but a better place to work
The hearing was held to-gather and president of the BSU Snake and, most important, a better place
testimony on the proposed $8million River Alliance. chapter, said more to learn."
Student Union renovation and ex- room was needed for student ac- ASBSU Senator Carolyn Parisot
pansion and dorm fire code corn- tivities and that current available said she saw a split in her constituen-
pliance. The State Board of Educa- campus space was insufficient. cy over the fee increase but decided
tion approved only $40 per student, "If we do not make a commitment to support the proposal because of
per semester of the increase, $25 per to our university we will soon badly needed dorm renovations.
student less than was requested, at its outgrow the student union building,' Garland Risener said he supported
April 14 and 15 meeting. she said. -_ ....• aRIJl1~afety ·il1J.PJ.2v~.iJl.~n.t~.blltsf id.
Student Union Director Greg Mack . Sermon, SPB's comedy the Student Union expansion was un-
Blaesing testified that numerous chair, said a proposalby Hopkins to necessary and the school should
presentations informing student put an opinion poll on the fee in- focus its priorities on education.
government groups about the pro- crease on the April student ballot was "Don't make all students pay more
posal had been given and. those defeated because it gave a slanted money for their education because a
groups had'voted ov.erwhelminglyin view of the issue and was being used few students want a bigger SUB," he '
support of it. as a political tool before elections. said. "I wanta valuable degree, not
ASBSU Vice President Rick Over- "Sorry, 1 don't want to take away a French cafe."
ton said he saw a need for more room all of your great speeches on' ValerieFuhriman, president of the
for student activities on campus and democracy and how we need to have Resident Hall Association, said the
refuted what he said he felt was an this student voice, but' the darned fee increase was necessary to make
unjust accusation by some students thing couldn't pass because it didn't needed dorm safety improvements
that the administration and student have proper wording;" he said. and to keep fees for studentsIiving
representatives were "pork-barelling Sermon said if BSU students in the dorms below $3,000.
into better office space." wanted to make a commitment to the Noting that her group had voted
Overton referred to a quote at- quality of education in Idaho, im- unanimously in support of the in-
tributed to Senator Robert Hopkins proving the campus environment crease, she said, '''We feel that the fee
in an April II-Idaho Statesman arti- through the building proposal was increase is necessary for the continu-
cle that, "I can'tsay on my resume the way to do it. ing prosperity of Boise State and stu-
that we have a nice student union," "Study upon study has shown that dent development."
was "short-sighted." environment is the number one fac- Kevin Shaw, a Vo-Iech student
"Academic life is nothing without tor in the quality of a person's educa- representative, said he felt the pro-
an active campus life," Overton said. tion," he said. posal should be "looked at piece by
"This is too good of an opportunity ASBSU President Perry Waddell piece instead of lumped together."
to pass up." said the proposed construction would "Youwant student hall renovations
. Then-candidate for ASBSU presi- enhance BSU's image with the com" and that's fine, we're talking about
dent Jeff Russell, who subsequently rnunity and satisfy student needs for peoples' lives. But that's $800,000.
won the election, said that, while he 25 years. You want$8 million."
supported taking care of fire safety "It's not just more space we want, In an interview after the hearing,
problems in the Student Union and but a better environment," he said. Blaesing said that, since state law
dorms, he could not support the rna- "We want this to be a happy univer- prohibited contracting for construe-
jority of the proposal until students sity with happy students. When pro- tion cost estimates before the funds
had a chance to vote on the issue. minent citizens get a good impression were authorized, the administration's
"It is not the responsibility of this of BSU, they will support it more: $8 million estimate was based on
institution to compete with conven- With more people.giving money it figures it had prepared.
tion centers in Boise," Russell said. will be a better university," he said. . He said if actual costs were found
"Put simply, we are in the education "We must dedicate ourselves .now, to be higher than projected after hir-
business, not the' convention just like the students who had the vi- ing an engineering firm, the con-
business." sion to build the- original SUB," structlon would need to be scaled
Gary Hernke said he was asked on Waddell said. , . back to accommodate the fund
behalf of Vo:rech students to present Morrison' Hall Resident Director allocation. .
a petition showing 236 students op- Susan Adams said a fire in Chaffee
posing theproposal and 18 suppor· . 'Hall in November pointed out the.
by Steve Lang
special to The University News
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InternshipSCan;getf,'
you th~tqreamJob ..~;
. SeepageS-.
Chris Buller I University News
B ike pa tfO I: Sgt. Stittswortb of the Ada County Sheriff's
Department cruises around campus on a mountain bike. Stlnswnrth
said be finds it easier to patrol campus on a bike rather than a patrol car,
The elementary school has been
dtedin the past for having all insuf·
ficient playground, and concerns over
safety have prompted district school
officials to look elsewhere to build an
elementary school,
.BSUwould move the School of
SocialSCiencesand Public Affairs in-
.'to Campus Elementary, if the pur-
chase is approved; officials have said.
..... '.
·OllC.pqS The University News
. Mark Jones I University NewsFancy footwork: Scott Wudarck, lefl, and Adel Ahmad, ri2hl. lake advanlage of nice weather .10 kick a soccer b;1I around. .
1510 No. 13th St
InBlstorlc Hyde Park
342-0076
MOTHERS WITH 6· AND 7·YEAR·OLDS
WITH 9·11·YEAR OLD SIBLINGS NEEDED
FOR RESEARCH PROJECT AT BSU
Buy one 'PHOTO POSTER
and get one FREE
(ojsCllTlf! shot) .
Po.tu Sl&e (2 ft. z 3 ft.))
Mothers and children judge stories in which children engage in minor mischief.
No personal information requested. Each child is paid $1 immediately aller the
experiment. The mother is mailed a check for $8 or $12depending on the number .
of family members that participate. For appointments, call Dr. Leon, Psychology
Department, BSU. 385·199311207 ;.rf
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WHILE-YOU-WAIT ~
mOW~Up8from your imap 8h9t
- or.ncgatlve or our camera.
JlLS() AVAILABLE PHOTO CAPS,
T-SHIRTS '" SWEATSHIRTS
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STUDIES ABROAD PROGRAM
STUDIES ABROAD LUNCHEON
TETON: ROOM
SrUDENTUNION
11:30a.m. April ~1.
Featuring:
"
Slides of BSU international studies sites. Panel
of recent student & faculty participants who
will share their experiences and answer ques-
Because of new federal regulations
now in effect, some college students
receiving scholarships or fellowships
are faced with the prospect of pay-
. ing taxes on a portion of that aid.
In. addition, some student who
receive such financial assistance and
file a tax return will have to wrestle
with the confusing 1040 long form
when reporting.
Changes in lax laws enacted in
August of 1986 for tax year 1987
state that any scholarship or grant
money that exceeds a student's man-
datory tuition, fees, and expenses.for
books, supplies and equipment is
now considered "other" income and
is taxable. Scholarship money going
to items such as room and board and
living allowances now comes under
the taxable, unearned income
category; Scholarships granted after
Aug, 16, 1987, are subject to the new
federal code.
"What that means is that all
students receiving fellowships,
assistantships, scholarships and
grants are now required 10 report
those (taxable) monies," said Lois
Kelly, director of student financial
aid at Boise State University, "Stu-
dent athletes, for example, who
receive (full-ride) scholarships ... are
going to have to report all that money
as income except for that portion
that pays for tuition, fees and re-
quired' textbooks."
According to Lou Onofrio, BSU.
assistant athletic director in charge of
business, most students receiving full
athletic scholarships are unlikely to
meet minimum' reporting require-
ments.
In addition, because the 1040 is the
only document that allows for
"other" income, anyone who receives
scholarship aid and files a tax return
must use the long form.
Until ihis year, scholarship reci-
See Tax, page 8
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THE RESTAURANT
INDUSTRY BECKONS
Four guides by a Master Waiter
with 20 year's experience
reveal: -
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Hughes, xcix radio ni:\vsdi~tor ·Larr>,Geb¢r~ and BSPcommunica;
tion .department '.chaIrmanRoberLBoren~ .•'Aquestiori~:Hld~itnswer' '.'
perlodwlll .follow.the presenta~ions>;' . .' .' >'. \;
Admission to tliefor~tnisfrl:e. .... .
...... .: "
.A.J··D$··•.·@w~.t~;ites$;··ton;iglit·····
'.' ·.The.BSU;AIOSStuderi(FO~USGr~lrpWin.presenta'spriJ1gAIlJS· ..·
forum ApTil'i8from 5:30-9:30 p.m;jntheStudeiltUnicinN~i,Perce
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The fIrst two hoursof'the'progra~will be devoted' to 'AII>S "infol"-
mationalvjdeot~pes,Thest',cond hillfof~e programv{ilIf~ture ques":'
tionanc/ answer sessio\ls~viJt:QvarietY (lfspeilkers,lndlidiJig esu
. biology professor RU'ssellCentl!rini. repre~eniatives of the~ldahoAIDS
Foundation arid the IloiseCemial District Health:Oepartinent;an
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i\dmissiont(), the forum is fre¢.:;.· . .
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The BSU Entrepre~eurialAssociation willpresentaone,:da)'<con;;.
ference on April 23 rrom.8:30a;1tI;~,p.m.intheStudem Union Big
Four Room. . . "':.' ... , ....•. " ••. .. .....• /.. ..
Highlights of theconferencewill indudean iiltroductory spe'ech' by .
BSU President John Keiser and a presentation by Fred Thompson,'.
president of Executive Managemerit, Inc, ..... .........\ .
FeesJor the confereilce and lunch. are $40 forthe general public and
'$20 fot students,. \\iha mayrecdveone credit hourJor attending the
evcnt. For more infonnation and registrationicall385-1313,
States do not make up for teas
CPS-The Reagan administration
roared into power eight years ago
with a daring college funding idea:
If the federal government cut the
amount of money it dedicated to
higher education, state governments
would take up the slack.
Now, as many state legislatures are
drawing up their last college budget
measures of the Reagan era, some of
the nation's education money wat-
chers say they aren't sure the theory
worked.
The money watchers say that, on
the average, state funding of higher
education probably has remained ap-
proximately the same during the
Reagan era, while federal support-
especially in the form of direct grants
to colleges, libraries and students-
has dropped.
State aid to students, at least, buys
about as much college as it did in
1980, estimates Gwen Pruyne,
managing editor of The Grapevine,
an Illinois State University newslet-
ter that tracks state higher ed ap-
propriations around the country .
But students, not states, generally
have had to pay for it.
"States get money from legislation
or from tuition," she noted. "Many
states have increased tuition."
While at the era's start an in-state
'The University News
Discover Careers
~vel
Industry Theory and Computer Training
Idaho Travel Academy, Inc.
Positions with:
• Travel Agencies
• Airlines
• Hotel/Motel
". Cruise "Line.
• Tour Companies
• Renlal Car
Companies
• Surface
Transportallon"'
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student's tuition typically might have
covered 1O~15percent of the cost of
actually educating thestudent, now
in some states it must cover 20-30
percent of the cost.
'Iuition nationwide, the American
Council on Education estimated in
January, has gone up an average of
40 percent since the beginning of the
decade.
"Many states have used tuition in-
creases or other means that force the
student to bear the cost of higher
education," Brenda Erickson of the
National Conference on State
Legislatures, which monitors state
governments, said,
"Many states," she reported, "are
not in a position to help (state col-
leges) as much as they'd like to."
Erickson, however, does believe the
Reagan administration has succeed-
ed in shifting the burden of funding
state colleges from the federal
government to the states, and that
most states "are keeping even" in
their funding, she said.
But wanting states to assume part
of the federal role, argues Jerry
Roschwalb of the National Assoca-
tion of State Colleges and Land-
Grant Universities, is "a myopic
view" in the first place.
What happens, he asked, when a
state pays for educating people who
leave the state after graduation?
When it comes to "picking up the
tab for national medical research
done in the local medical school," he
contended, "there's no reason why
the people of (anyone state) should
be taxed to support it."
Some states, he added, have had to
'increase their aid to students even
though they already lose money by
giving the students low in-state
tuition.
Still, many state colleges have
learned to be more efficient during
the era. They raise money by forging
lucrative partnerships with local
businesses, by mounting ongoing and
sophisticated fundraising campaigns
and even by licensing their logos.
Call for more details!
Idaho Travel Academy, Inc.
1331 South Five Mile Road
Boise, Idaho 83709
(208) 377-2033
SOPHOMORES
AND
JUNIORS
GET CRACKING!
ON YOUR WAY TO A POSSIBLE CAREFR"'
• GREAT' FOR YOUR RESUME • OFFICE FACILITIES
• SECRET ARJAl ASSISTANCE
POTENTIAL OF $9 AN HOUR PLUS'! • EXCELLENT TRAINING PROGRAM
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE • FUel·TIME CONSIDERATION
AFTER YOU RNISH COI'_EGE
NOW ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS FOR
SUMMER AND FALL INTERNSHIPS.
MUST CONTACT BEFORE MAY 1ST!
CALL: Auslin Wllrnrr
~orllmrslrrn Mulu:lI l.ik IIISIIr:lIll'l'
ISSS 'Shurl'liur I>rin'. Suitl' 21fl
. Uoisr. Id:lllo llJ7112
(2111113113-112111
A tough act to follow
~~tyan'
APRIL 'ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
07 sessions for only,$28.00
• Bring a friend to do the same!
Good for one free facial tan for both!
Call For Appointment Now!
223 North 6th Suite L100 338·1000
• Monday-Friday 7-7 Saturday 9·5 .•
JOHN ASCUAGA'S NUGGET
JOIN US )'OR AN EXCITING SUMMER!
COME WORK FOR JOHN ASCUAGA'S NUGGETIN SPARKS, NEVADA .
WE ARE A.LARGE HOTEL/CASINO. WITH SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE IN MANY DEPARTMENTS, SUCH AS KENO. SLOTS,
FOOD & BEVERAGE, HOTEL AND HOUSEKEEPING.
WE OFFER~COMPETITIVE PAY, GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS,
P~LE r.url'~LAND pAR~I~..;G.·-uN:rOR~~sARE PROV:DED FOR ~.OVD
& BEVIjRAGE. HOTEL AND HOUSEKEEPING.
YOU MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE TO WORK IN GAMING AREAS,
FOOD WAITER OR WAITRESS, AND BEVERAGE.\ - "
PROOF OF AGE AND SOCIAL SECURITX CARD REQUIRED.. .
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON OR SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO;
PERSONNEL MANAGER .
. ~.O;BOX 797 '.
SPARKS,NEVADA 89431
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1 $:18,000 AA YONE?~ Iror many people. the
toughest part of college is
finding the money to pay
for it. Tuition. lab fees.
books. not to mention.
housing. food.
transportation. and let us
not forget ·flltcrluilll1lflll'. It
all adds up to a
considerable sum of
money as you're well
aware.
But are YOU2.ware that
you can earn S 18.000 for
college by working part,
time? And this job won't
interfere with your studies.
All we ask is one weeke~d
a month and two weeks a
year.
You've probably never
pictured yourself in the
Guard. right? Well don't
say no. Say maybe, And
find out more about the
o\:st part~tirfle-lob in idaho
- The Idaho. Army
National Guard.
. o'r.Visit our b.ooth In the SUB We~ne8days 10-2
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Students need chance to'.speak
The ASBSU elections are over, and the students have made their position clear.
Yes,they elected a president anda vice president and some senators, but that's not
what we mean." .
What the students really said by turning out in unusually large numbers is that
they need a voice on fee increases.
After all, that was the single most publicized issue of the winning campaign,
and the one most discussed by the average student: We didn't have a fee increase
question onthe ballot.
The students have called for a voice. It istime ASBSU and the university gave
it to them. .Not in the fashion used in the past, though.
The ASBSU Senate voted not to put fee-increase questions on the ballot over
two ,separate issues and several introduced pieces of legislation. The senators did
thaenot because they wish to keep the students from having a voice, but for sound
reasons. The first piece of legislation would have put questions up for a vote 13
days after the final decision on the increases was made. The second set of legisla-
tion was defeated because it was poor legislation, offering no background oreduca-
tion to voters'on an issue so complex some senators felt uninformed after an hours-
long briefingsession. The-Senate asked, in addition, that perceived wording prob-
lems be cleared up before the legislation was resubmitted. Precisely the same piece
of legislation was resubmitted.
Clearly, that is not the way to do things. Inthe first case, the deadlines simply
conflicted. University President John Keiser, who made the final decisions, had
a deadline of April I to make his decisions, while student erections were scheduled
for April 13 and 14.
In the second case, it seems better, indeed, that the Senate chose not to make'
a question without information available to the students, as that could very well
be prejudicial to student opinion. Asking people whether they support a large fee
. increaseis likely to elicit a negative response, whereas asking them and telling them
specifically what it is for is less likely to do so.
Things are going to have to change if student opinion is to be represented fairly
and taken seriously. ASBSU is going to have to be more flexible in some areas,
less in others. There should be a set policy on fee increase issues-c-how andwhat
information shall be distributed, the form in which the question will appear on
the ballot, how much time shall be devoted to educating the students before the
issue comes to a vote, etc. Of course, there will have to be a certain amount of
flexibility in the -form of the questions, as different issues may need slightly dif-
ferent phrasing. However, there must be a way to ensure that the wording i_sunbias-
ed and does not reflect the opinion of its writers, which has not always been the
case in the past.
It also would be a good idea to have a body other than the Senate write the ques-
tions and administer the education program, as it would then be possible to hire
individuals for their skills and _experiences,rather than leaving it to people who
were elected by strangers, probably based on their persuasive ablilites. After all,
strong public relations skills do not necessarily indicate lack of bias or concern
for an educated 'Student body.
Then, of course, the ASBSU Election Board will have to have increased funding
and staffing in order to hold special elections which fall far enough before deci-
sion deadlines to make the student voice something other than a joke. Even if the
students had been allowed to vote on the Student Union renovation fee increase,
their opinion would have been-next-to-useless, as the State Board of Education
made the decision at a two-day meeting in another city April 14'and 15, and the
student votes were not counted until the evening of April 14.
This system would give more credence to the student vote in another way, too:
If there were a specific group, other than the Senate, following a specific policy
of education on the issues, the student voice could not be dismissed as uninformed - ,
or unwillingto look at any proposal whichwould increase fees. If there wereseparate
elections, no-one could say the students voted only because they happened to be
out voting on something else. .
The newadministration has stated its concern for student opinion on fee increases.
Let its first action, then, be to encourage the Senate to implement this or a similar
plan to ensure a timely, educated vote on unbiased questions. That way, the opi-
nion they value so highly will be equally valued by those making the decisions.
, THr MiDEAST PlAcE PRoCESS
A NEW VERSioN of AM oLD CHrLPHooJ) GAME
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COVERS ROCK ~7 r ./-c:- ,;
YOu CAN PLAY foREVER., r40&S0PYWINS.
As' I See It b Steve F.' L on.
Squeeze blood"froff1
.legislafivefurnJps
Micron's Parkinson brotliers arejust swell;
why they've graciously given the university a
substantialdonation, and we're just tickled to
death.
It seems that, just as the politician's earn-
paign is funded by special interests, more and
more of the university's funding is derived from
a source that will, no doubt, ask for special
interests,special favors. . '
The tried and tested argument is that, if the
state docs not come through with necessary
education funding every fiscal year, then
somebody must, and if private enterprise will-
serve as our shining knight, here to save the
day, so be it. Money is money.
The problem lies herein: The legislature, will-
ing to waffle on raising taxes in the face of a
sluggish economy, will merely take the easy way
out and let the private sector make up for its
. funding deficiencies. I would argue that the
state and the current funding system, as
politicized as it rna)' be, is still a more neutral
source of revenue than corporate America.
Letters
The exhaustive use of university resources
to solicit private funds and. forge private fun-
ding arrangements could be used instead to get
nasty with mulish legislators,who are likely to
listen to their constituents back in Mud Lake
who tell them that "we don't give .a damn
about no colleges:' The legislator, getting us-
ed to his or her minor power position, is like-
ly to listen to that voice and vote no, no, no,
on furthering the state's funding percentages.
Perhaps putting the fear of God into these
legislators would be consistent with the mulish
nature of politics in Idaho; Set these legislators
up for defeat. Political Action Committees,
funded through the universities, could wreak
havoc on the ranks of those. conservative,
stingy seniles who Iack any sort of foresight.
Hunter Thompson once pointed out, and
rather eloquently, Imust say, that the '80s are
the age of small brains and fat wallets .
Let's pressure the small brains and fat wallets
in the legislature to find those bucks.
Editor, The University News;
Yadon: Thanks for voting, helping
Iwould like to thank all the students who
voted in this year's election. Although Iwas-
not part of the winning ticket, each vote that
was cast was an important one. Iam somewhat
amazed that the voter turn-out was once again
under 10 percent of the total students, The
"silent majority" must be fast asleep.
Iwould like to give a special "thank you"
to the 556 students who supported the Craig-
Yadon ticket: I appreciate your support. I
would also like to say thanks to all those who
helped out' on' our campaign. Kelly Stensell,
Mack Sermon, Perry Waddell, Lisa Olson,
Fred Woods, the TKE's (and all Greeks), Karen
Scheffer, Lon Woford, Todd (go get 'em) Reed,
Omar, Rhonda Kiztler, George, and everybody
else. Thanks.
You, the students of BSU, have made your
choice of who you want in tlie president's of-
fice. Now, make sure he does his job.
Once again, thanks to everybody who voted
and to those who supported the Craig-radon
ticket.
Good luck Mr. Russell.
Good luck new senators.
Randy Yadon
Letters Policy --------
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doublespaced and no longer than 500 words.
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The University News reserves the right to
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The editorial staff at The University News
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vigorous student" press is essential to the effec-
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"The student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion, in-
cluding those opinions differing from editorial
policy.' ,
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()'Rourke speaks on treuble.spctsasa ,tourlst
by.SlcveF. LYon que, the famous pine forest arid other these people took their religion very
The University News sights 'of interest, he hired a cab seriously." The god these people
driver who took him over the green worshipped, he said, was not a "stick-
line dividing [he Christian part of the on or bumpersticker God."
city from the Islamic, where he was ' O'Rourke said that he found in his '
stopped by gun-toting militia from trip to Israel in 1987 that the. area
various religious factions. They were know as the Gaza Strip is a "God-
very careless handling their weapons, awful place," with a strip of beach
he said. and a perfect blue ocean covered by
.Everybody would come out when refugee camps, run down and smel-
there was a lull in the shelling,' he Iy, with people living in them since
said, and in the midst of the rubble 1948. This, he said, was "extremely
that was Beirut, there was new con- upsetting."
struction going on amid the shelling. He sneaked into one of the camps
There were people making a Lot of where he met an Arab who had two
money off the war and the city was college degrees., yet was living ina
becoming a huge center of interna- two-room asbestos shack. He said he
tional arms trading and drug traf- "came out of ,Israel furious,"
ficking. One could buy anything He said he has watched students ,
there because there is no customs- rioting in South Korea, where the col-
there is no government, according to lege students draw up battle plans,
O'Rourke. fill crates full of Molotov Cocktails,
Car bombs were a fairly regular erect piles of stones and clash with
occurence; the cars containing bombs riot police dressed in what he called
seemed always to be parked strange- "Darth Vader" outfits for six hours
Iy, so people circle around a straight. The death toll: three.
suspicious car, which resulted in "a ,"There is no excuse for the deadly
whole city terrified of parked cars," force Israel is using," he said:
O'Rourke said one night he heard' O'Rourke, who alsovisited South
five car bombs go off from his hotel. Africa, said thai country "will bleed
The biggest came at 5 a.m.; he learn- slowly for hundreds of years:' There
ed it had been packed with 500 will be no bloodbath, as much as
pounds of Plastiqueexplosives, everybody, wants one, because the ar-
The destruction of ancient ar- my is too strong, he said. He also
cheological ruins bothered him more characterized the native Afrikaners as
than the human suffering did, he said "red necks:'
of the desecrated 2,OOO-year-old ruins "Decent countries of the world
because "you have to shut off your should get together and invade South
empathy (for human suffering) at a Africa and put things right," But, he
certain point or you go mad," said, "we. don't have the balls for
"People in the Middle East are that,"
fighting over religious images, and
International sightseer, self-avowed
commie hater and frequent Rolling
Stone contributor P.l. O'Rourke is a
man who detests regular vacation
travel. '
Instead, he much prefers to visit
the world's trouble spots-e-places of
political, social or religious turmoil.
_ He's been to Lebanon, .Nicaragua,
South Africa and the Philippines
and he'd much rather do that than lay
around on wet sandpaper on 'some
tropical island paradise drinking
disgusting novelty drinks, O'Rourke
said April IS in the SPEC as part of
SPB's lectures series.
So, four years ago,' O'Rourke
decided to go to Lebanon asa tourist
and record his general observations.
This was in 1984, before kidnapping
was a serious problem, and, he said,
he wouldn't suggest an American go-
ing there now. He landed at the air-
port in Beirut, which he said' was a
horror story, with windows shot out
'and the place in shambles. ,.
He took up his stayat II hotel,
where other press people were stay-
ing. Around Beirut,' he said, every
500 feet of travel produces a
roadblock, and everybody in
Lebanon who has a gun sets up a
roadblock. It was then, he said, that
he asked himself, "What the,
, ",If!' ©! am I doing here"?
He played the role of the American
tourist, complete with a somewhat
dated 1957 guidebook to Lebanon.
Setting off to see the famous Mos-
P.J.O'Rourke lecturing in the. SPEC.
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HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR LOOKS:
,GET A STYLE-CUT
Our Style-Cut is a cut above a
haircut and the next best thing
to.a penn. Itcombinesagreat
looking haircut with blow-dry ,
, stYling, just $ 9.50 formen
and $11.50 for women.
And it makes you look like'ami!·
llon, without spending a fortune,
No appointment necessary.
TI-IJRDD~.1ENSION CUTS
'STOPIDOYOU ' -need temporary
.. • medical insurance?
If so, consider a ShortTarm Medical plan from
Time Insurance. Tlmo's plan offers immediate
cOVilraga and excelient Major MAdlcal benefits,
You choose the length ot coverage necessary.
Long hair extra
The Uni\cr"iI} b not tI(·
filiated with Ihi .. product.
The Information provided is
for comparative 'purposes,
RL';1d all the del ails and ask
qucstlous before )'OU '.":1. on
Ihi.'i or an}' Invuruncc
prodth:l.
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ALL HUMAl>; ,BEINt;5 are born Iree and
equal in dignity and rights.
THIS is the historic promise, of the Universal
. Declaration of Human Rights,proclaimed by
governments in the United Nations 40 years ago;
WE. the undersigned, add our names to this
de;;laraiion, demanding that it be respected by
, all governments' through~iltthe world.
IN CQtJNTRYAFTER COUNtRY even
the righi to speak up in defense of human rights
is being crushed. Thousands have been jailed or
tortured for demanding. and exercising their
rights. ,,'Many have "disappeared" or been
killed. "
THESE ABUSES MUST STOP. We calion
all governments to ratify thl.'world's hum~:'
,rights,trcaties, to' bring their own laws and
practices into line with 'them and to act to
protect human rights'W0rtdwide.
, ON BEHALF OF THEVlcfIMS who have
been. seiied 'and silenced, we appeal to every
government and to the United Nations to pro-
tect all those, wherever they maybe, who raise
their ~oices in defense of human r!&hts,HUMAN-RIGHTS
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You can makea,difference. Please .•signin the'space below,andsend.to:
Kathryn C. Anderspn, Regional Membership' Coorqinator, 'l~.O.Box
8643~Boise, Idaho 83707; Yoll'll be glad you did. ' , '
'~AMNESTY ~ -tt INTERNATIONAL
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IShakespearian ac,
Barry Kraft, a Shakespearean actor al
who has performed in 34 of. the Bard's A
38 plays, will share his expertise in two E~
lectures and a roundtable discussion at ro
BSU April 24-26.. TI
Kraft, an actor and teacher at the 81
American Conservatory Theatre In San
Francisco, will conduct a lecture and p,
demonstration on "Shakespearean AI
Verse: An Actor's View" April 24, 7 p.rn, of
in the Mortison Center's Stage II. He
Jensen, Eymann t
vocal recital
The Mud Bay Jugglers will perform April 19 in the Quad at noon.
Three Northwest writers to read at Nook
Hegi, Long,.,Jones read works
Throe Northwest writers will read
selections from their work April 23 at 3
p.m. in The Nook, 1305 B N. 13th St. in
Hyde Park.
Ursula Hegi, a fiction writer from
Cheney, Wash.; David Long, short story
author from Kalispell, Mont.; and Daryl
Jones from Boise, will each read for 20
minutes.
Hegi has published a novel, lntru-
-stone, and recently had Unesrned.:
Pleasures and Other, Stories published
by the University of Idaho Press. Her
work has won several awards. Including
the PEN/NEA Fiction Award. She now
directs the Creative Writing Program at
Eastern Washington University. .
Long has published two short story
collections, The Flood of '64 and Home
Fires. His work has been Included in the
.Best American Short Story and Pushcart
collections. .
Jones, dean of BSU's College of Arts
and Sciences, is a poet whose work has
appeared in' anthologies in the United
States and ·Canada and In literary jour, ,
. nals including' Black Warrior ReView,
Sewanee Review, Trlquarterly and Des·
cant He was also given a creative
writing fellowshipgranf from the Na-
tional Endowment for the' Arts. "
Admission is free, and refreshments
will be available.
Piano trio music
scheduled April 19
BSU pianist David Tacher, violinist
Lesley Harrison and cellist Doug. Ball
will present an evening of piano trio
music April 19 at 6 p.rn, in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
The trio will perform works by Mozart,
Piston and Brahms.'
.Admission to the recital is free.
BSU studentsZola Jensen and
Tamara Eymimn will present a vocal
recital April 21 at 8 p.m. In the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
The students will perform separately
but both will be assisted by plants] Liz
Noland. Jensen, a senior and president
of the Meisterslngers, will perform
movies as historical documents. , .
.Ster Wars as a historical document?
That's what Paul Vanderwood, a noted
historian, believes. Vanderwood will pre-
sent his views on award-winning films
as historical documents at BSU May 5
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and 7:30·9:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Big Four Room, and
May 6 from 7 a.m.-5 p.m. in the Student
Union Owyhee Lounge.
, Vanderwood, a history. professor at
San Diego State University, has written
several books and articles. He is work-
Ing on a book analyzlnq the depiction In
u.s. films of Mexican heroes such as
Zapata, Villa and Benito Juarez.
In Vanderwood's lecture, he will. ex.
plain how movies reflect the values of
the times in '.,A..'hie!": they "aremade. His
presentation will Include' the movies,
VivaZapata with Marlon Branco, A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn, Star Wars and
Platoon.
For more information, contact Errol
Jones in the BSU history department, at
385-3569.
Six seniors show
",~.variety. of art
in BSU's Gall.ery
Six graduating seniors from BSUwr'1I
exhibit a variety of works April 18-29 In
the BSUGallery of Art In the Liberal Arts
Building. A reception forthe artists will
be held April 18from 6:60-8:30p.m. at the
'gaiiery.
The show, titled "Six Artists," will
feature works by Shane Harris, Scott
Pentzer, Roxanne Langnese, Kevin Hib·
bard, Shirley Kelly and Gregory White.
Works will lnclude acrylic paintings,·
sculpture, ceramics, printmaking and
advertising designs. Some of the works
will be available for purchase.
ctor to speak
SPB shows films
on democracy
and love
also will present a lecture on Hamlet
April 25, 7 p.rn., In Room 112 of the
Education Building and take part in a
roundtable discussion on "Professional
Theatre in Idaho" April 26, 7 p.m. In the
Student Union Nez Perce Room.
Kraft appeared In Boise last year as
part or the Idaho Invitational Theatre
Arts Festival at BSUand lectured as part
of the YMCA's Images of Women Series.
The program Is free.
Argentina Documentary and Can't Buy
Me Love will be the two SPB films on tap
this week.
Argentina Documentary concerns the
country's attempt at democracy in the
last decade. Can't Buy Me Love is about
how a high school senior becomes
popular overnight when' a gorgeous
cheerleader agrees to be his constant
companion for a price. Their unusual
relationship takes an unexpected turn
when the girl falls in love with him.
Argentina Documentary will be-shown
on April 18 at 7 p.m. in the SPEC and
April 20 at 3:15in the Student Union Ada
Lounge. Can't Buy Me Love will be
shown on April 22 in the AdaLounqe at
7 p.m. and April 24 in the Ada Lounge at
7 p.m.
All SPB films are free to BSUstudents
with an activity card, $1 for faculty and
staff and $2.50 to the geheral public.
to perform
Cole Porter works
in President's'
Concert
works by Mozart, Brahms; Chausson and
Florem. Eymann will perform composi-
tions by Schubert, Smetena and
Debussy. Jensen and Eymann will con-
clude the program with a duet by
Bartholdy. • , .
Admission to the recital is free.
Selections from Cole Porter's
Anything Goes and.other favorites will
be featured as the BSU music depart-
ment presents Its fifth annual Presi-
dent's Concert April 24 at 8 p.m, in the
Morrison Center.
The concert will feature performances
by the BSUString Ensemble; the Univer-
sitY,Singers; the BSUOpera Theatre; The
BSU Trombone Choir; the BSU Jazz
Band and·Cholr;and the BSU Percus-
sion Ensemble.
Selections from Porter's shows, in-
, eluding Dubarry Was a Lady, Something
to Shout About, and .K/ss Me, Kate will
.be featured.
Genetal admission to the concert is
$4, $2 for senior citizens and no charge
to BSU students, staff and faculty.
CALENDAR
18 MON
I
Graduating senior's art exhibit,
BSU Gallery of Art, liberal Arts
BUilding, through April 29.
Reception 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the
BSU Gallery of Art, free.
Senior Recital, Soprano Zola
Jensen, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.m., free.
Public Issues Forum, "Where
is Communication Golng?';
.Student Union Senate
Chambers, 10:30 a.rn-noon,
free.SPB film, Argentine Documen-
tary, SPEC, 7 p.m. Free admis-
sion to all students with activi-
ty cards, $1 for faculty and staff
and $2.50 for the general
publlc,
Spring AIDS forum, AIDS Stu-
dent Focus Group, Student
Union Nez Perce Room,
5:30,9:30 p.m., free.
22 FRI
Boise Philharmonic pops con-
cert with Doc Severinsen,
Pavilion, 8 p.m., tickets $12.50.
Idaho Entrepreneurial Con-
ference, Student Union, 8:30
a.m.-4 p.m., $40 for general
public, $20 for students.
19 TUE .
Mud Bay Jugglers, BSU Quad,
noon-t p.m., free.
Northwest writers, Daryl
Jones, Ursula Hegi, David
Long, The Nook, 1605 B N. 13th
St., 3 p.m., free ..
Student Recital Trio, David
Tacher, Lesley Harrison and
Doug Bell, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 6 p.m., free.
24 SUN
President's Concert, Music
department, Morrison Center, 8
p.m., tickets $4 for general ad-
mission, $2 for senior citizens
and BSU students free.
Student Organization Fair,
BSU Quad, 11 arn-s p.m., free.
20 WED SFB iiiin, Can't Buy tvie Love,
SPB film, Argentine Documen- Student Union Ada Lounge, 7
tary, Student Union Ada, p.m.
Lounge, 3:15 p.m. .
Faculty/staff luncheon, Sue
Quast, "What is ITFS and How
it Fits into the Educational
Mandate of BSU," Student
Union Lookout Room, 12:15
p.m.
Shakespeare lectures and
roundtable, Barry Kraft, Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 7.p.m"
free.
Angells-Kevin Kirk, April 20-23. ,
Barkley's;'-Bill TuckerlBob Scott, April 2:23.
'Bouquet-Dick Durrant and Friend Jam, April 18; Big Band Theory, April 19·23.
Brass Lamp (V/sta)-Methods of Dance, April 22-23 (ail ages on April 23.)
Broadway Bar-s-Flrefox, April 22-23.
Cassl!ly's-Lee Carey, April 18-23. 0
Crazy Horse-13 Tales and 1·84,April 22-23. ' n
Dlno's-No Ties, April 18;23.
D.J:s-13 Tal,es,April 18; Targa, April 19·24. '5tag e
Flicks-Kevin Kirk, April 24. ' ,
Hannah's-Secret Agents, April 19-23. . .
Hennessey's-Kevin Kirk and Sally Tibbs, April 18·23.
Hi·Ho Club"':Winewood,April 18·23.
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Billy Braun Band, April 19·23; Bluegrass Band, April 24.
Nendel's-Extra, April 19-23. _, '.
The Nook-Byrce, April 22; JU9YWillig, April 23; April & Terrell, April 24.
Pengilly's-Cuando, Cuando, April 20-23.
Peter Schotl's-Larry Walker, April 18·23.
Ranch ClUb-Centerpiece, April 18·23.
Red Lion Downtowner-Keyed·up, .April 19:23.
::ten: t.;~" ~:y-sni:ov-Pj;motime, Aprii 22-23.' .
The River-Zebra Logic, April 18·23.
Sandpiper-Johnny Shoes, April 20-23.
Shorty's'-Alvin 'n Plckln; April 18;Gary Walker Band, April 1.9·23,Highway Rob·
. bery.Aprtl 24. - ,
Sunshine Salcon-s-Jaywalkers, Apri!,18; TI. Miiler Band, April 19·23. ,
Tom Gralney's-Johfl Hansen Accoustic Jam, April 18;Two Slim & Tail Draggers, '
April 19·23.
The Zoo-Defiant, April 18-23.
'; y,.
r,', ."
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ZiggyJives uptohislega~cy
wifhglo.riou,s,reggaealbum.
Divine story just
.doesn't quite. cutlt
by Phil DeAngeli
. The University News
Often it is difficult for a reviewer
to be inspired to write about what he
or she views on the screen. I enjoy go-
ing to movies; I do not go simply
because that is my role for the
newspaper. It is accurate, in my
estimation, to say that the majority-
of movies produced in the 1980s are
of poor quality -. While production
techniques have evolved remarkably,
plots and script-writing have fallen
below par. That is not to say that
there are no movies which synthesize
excellent movie-making techniques
with stories that interest or enlighten
the. viewer. Out of Africa, The Color
Purple, and' Biloxi Blues have
evidenced these characteristics of
late.
I feel that most films have reach-
ed the stage of good production
values, making movies without poor
editing or microphones dropping into
the top of the picture. It is the story
that has deteriorated; some movies
have too much, some too little.
The reason I preface the review
with this analysis is to tell you, if it
is not evident from the following,
that 1 experienced a movie this week
which I think is in the class of the
above mentioned films.
The Seventh Sign, starring Demi
Moore, is a tale of The Apocalypse.
The conditions for the arrival of
Judgment Day are enumerated in
The' Bible and amount to the
breakdown of morality to nonex-
istence. The premise of the film is
that ,#~ve reached that point today,
in Venice, Calif., where Moore and
her husband, played by Michael
Biehn, are expecting a child.
God has decided that hope. no
longer exists and sends his messenger
to play out the event as prophesied
in "The Book of Revelations." 'Let
me acquaint ,you with the
prophesy-The Lamb (God's
messenger) . comes to Earth .and
breaks the seals on a book. As the
--...-......_-
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seals break, catastrophic events
leading up to the final destruction
occur.
Moore's baby has been designated
the last baby to be born before the
End; the seventh and final sign is the,
birth of a baby on Leap Day (2-29)
without a soul. The Lamb rents an
apartment over Moore's garage to
oversee and cause the seven. events
necessary for the apocalypse to oc-
cur. Jurgen Prochnow gives an ex-
ccllent performance as theinessenger.
He is a solid, convincing actor.
Moore discovers Prochnow's pur-
pose and tries to stop the- stream of
events from occurring. She is largely
unsuccessful in her attempts to save
the world, and the tension mounts
steadily until the crescendo at the end
of the movie.
One scene shows Moore watching
television while resting in the even-
ing. She points the remote control
unit at the 'screen and changes the
channel scvcral'rimes, each time lind,
ing only news reports of terrorism,
murder, arson, starvation in the face
of plenty, and other' modern
atrocities. The poignancy comes'
when one looks at the current state
of the world; every picture shown on
Moore's television screen could be
seen in one week of news-watching.
The film ·tests one's biblical
knowledge, and causes deep in-
trospection 'about one's role in the
current.course of world events. It is
a frightening, inspiring look at how
closely our world resembles the world
described in The Bible on Judgment
.Day.·· .
1 recommend seeing this film. The
, .production techniques are good, the
script is well written and the story is
divine.
CORPS
RICOIOS
. world/and Iknow there will be no
fight/in a conscious party."
. Ziggy also receives some help
from some special Reggae fans:'
The Rolling Stones' Keith Richard
on lead guitar, The Talking.
Heads' guitarist Jerry Harrison
on organ, The. Talking Heads'
bassist Tina Weymouth manning
the boards, and even Ziggy's
. mother Rita, brother Steve anti
sister Cedella on some back-up
chants. -
Though Marley preaches the
doctrine of non-violence, in
"Thmbling Down" he prophesies
nuclear holocaust between the
two superpowers:. "Here come the
eagle/here come the bear/they're
fighting to control/the lion domi-
nion/but the load gonna come
tumbling down," .
More directly in "We Propose,"
Marley is tired of the non-action
of diplomatic rhetoric: "This is
not a request/we propose ghetto
youth live right/we propose stop
fight/we propose politicians learn
this right now/we propose to free
Africa."
While. Marley's praise of the
former emperor of Ethiopia
Hal1ie Selassie (also known' as
Jah) tends to be overly preachy
and sophomoric at times ("Have
You Been To Hell"), in "AWho
A Say?" and "What's True,"
"But for' students for whom the
grants are the major source of
livelihood; it does pose a problem
when it interfaces with the new finan-
cial regulations, That's because when
a student. has a' grant, maybe a
scholarship, and maybe work-study
eaniings.he now has to file the HMO
long form and won't qualify for the
simple calculation,"
. Kelly said the maximum amount
of scholarship money awarded to
BSU undergraduates does not usually
Marley makes thebrilliant move
to question previously unspoken
. truths:. "There are' many
stories/old' and new/what [s
true?"
. Even'when Marley takes a stab
at writing a love ode, he sounds
more sincere than Paul McCart"
ney and Billy Ocean put together:
Though "New Love" has all the
. sexual braggadocio of the Wailer's
masterful "Stir It Up," the song
has a vengeful tone. "New love is
like the sun rising love the moun-
tain top and if you burn methen
I'll burn you back." '.
By the conclusion of the song,
however, Marley has found a com-
. panion ·thathas got "rid of my
blues."
With "Dreams of Home,"
Conscious Party ends on themes
of exodus, transcendence and
heavenly bliss (the mood of this
song is almost so close to the
Wailer's rendition of "Rastaman
Chant" it makes one shudder);
Though Marley might conclude
with the farewell line: ''And if you
don't believe/I wish you well,"
there is no doubt that his vacation
to Zion will be nothing but a tem-
porary, excursion.
GRADE: B+
include money in the taxable
category.
While most traditional students at
BSU are not affected by the new tax
code, a large number of non-
traditional students who hold.jobs,
or whose spouses work, are.
U'P~ ....(,h, .h~ nrarll1o.~ rtllA~nt.. ,ua,,,,,)', "'''' -0-----.-- ~.._w ......
who receives $4,000-$10,000 of in-
come under a fellowship or an
assistantship is the one the (new tax'
code) is trying to get at," Kelly said.
.YOORI'IRS'l'.STEP .
TOWARD SUCCESS ISTBEQNEYOU
:'COULDTAKE TBIS SUMMER.
At ArmyROTC~amp Challenge you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-s-in college and in
life. You~llDuildself:eonfidimce and develop
YQur leadership potential. Phis you can also
qualify to earn an Army Officer's commission
. whenyou grilduate from college.
Findoulmore. Contact Boise State Univer-
sity ArtnyROTC at 385-3500.
~
~
ARMY' ROTC
TIE SMAIl'I'EST COJJ.EGE
COIIRSElOU CD TIlE. •
"§1rlJJlIl))$RF1t ·®JmCGJJ.Ulf~IX1fll(O)JN ..'
JRJEC({))rGNIlirIl({J)N .Il)) llNNJEJR"/<pate': ····.·Wi:d.fzes4ay; •.•·•. j§rfil· 2'jfh>+~$'8
Place: Student .Union Ballroom
Time: 'Social Time: 6:PO -6:30,p.m.
Dinner:.. .: '.'6:30 p.m.. ..... .
TICKETS:-Available"at .'.Student Activities Office
!or$6.2SjuntiIApril22iLd .. ··.: .
Honofi~g:..·
Outstanding ··.Cliibs'.,& .·.·Orga·n'iz;citions·
. Aa'visor (jfthe"Year . .'
ASBSUHall,o!'Fame.Recipienfs
Sponsored by the Student Activitie~ Office and ASBSU
by Stephen. King
The Ulliversit)' News
The redemption song lives on
and on. Though Bob Marley's
legacy within the Jamaican
, religious cult of Rastarfarianism
and international circles of reggae
has reached mythical proportions,
the emergenceof his son Ziggyis .
not Virgin Records' way out ofa
financial bummer. .
With the release of the glorious,
life-affirming Conscious Party,
Ziggy Marley has seriously
.established himself as a major
reggae recording artist with a
future that promises to be as rich
and fulfilling as his father's.
Though Ziggy is only 19, the
range of artistic expression on
Conscious Party equates to the
wisdom of an old Zen Buddhist
monk on top. of the mountain.
Obviously, reflecting. the climate'
of his own country, the album is
chock-full of political angst,
rastarfarian religious imagery and
themes of unbinding hope.
With most reggae music,
though the lyrical content may
seem straightforwardly controver-
sial and ideologically confron-
tated, Conscious Party is no
Lemon Song. Ziggy is backed by
a wen rehearsed, young gritty
band-s-the Melody Makers-who
scorch the album with vibrant, in-
fectious grooves, especially in the
single "Tomorrow's Party" and in.
the majestic title song with the .
message of hope and faith despite
a nightmarish situation of the
world: "Everyone is happy
tonight/not because of the
Tax-'---
Cant. from"page 2
pients were able to use a simplified
formula that allowed special treat-
ment of their income if their family
income was below $15,000 and if they
filed 'l- H)40-.~short farm.
"That's not bad when you're talk-
ing about students for whom the
scholarships, fellowships and
asistantships .are supplemental in-
come to other resources," Kelly said,
~ .-' .' .. r..... _ _. .
.... • ~ .. < ~ • • •
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Student does lnternshlpto prepare for dream job
by Bobble Cunningham month stipend and wiIlbe provided '
The University News ' with free housing during her
internship.
"I wiIIbe living in a beautiful old
stone house that the garden uses as
a dorm for interns," she said. "The
. back Yard stretches right out into the
garden."
Some degrees offered at BSU in.
corporate internships into their
graduation requirements, but any
student interested in doing an inter-
ship in his field can elect to doone.
While it is possible to fulfill intern-
ship' requirements on campus or
through local businesses,there also,
are opportunities outside of Idaho.
BSU profesor Robert Rychert is
the internship adviser for the biology
department. He said that, in addition
to Warthen's out-of-state internship,
he has assisted two other students in
making arrangements to' spend a
semester at the Argon National
Laboratory. which is ncar Chicago,
Warthen said the' most difficult
part of obtaining an internship was
finding the one she wanted.'
"In my field, most people find
their own internships. I didn't know
who offered what or where to get the
application formsor anything. I did
all the legwork on my own. ". .
"My suggestion to anyone who
wants to try for something outside
Idaho is to subscribe to the trade
journals for your field and scout the
c1assifiedsin them, II she said. "Also,
join your trade association. Trade
associations publish job listings for
their particular field and give' you
people to contact to ask questions.
It's the best thing anyone can do if
you don't know what's out there." ,
Warthen said she found the infor-
mation for her Internship in' a
publication issued by the American
Association of Botanical Gardens
and Arboreta.
"Finding the internship you want
One possible way to get an edge on
the post-college job market competi-
tion is to enter the market with
something more on your resume than
the fact that you graduated from col-
lege. Internships offer practical,
hands-on experience that can make
the difference in landing your dream
job. . .
BSU senior Kathy Warthen receiv-
ed an associate degree inhorticulture
and is now working toward a
bachelor of applied science degree.
She wiIlcomplete the 12 credits she
needs for graduation from BSU by
doing a horticultural internship 'at
Longwood Gardens ill Pennsylvania.
Longwood Gardens, according to
its brochure, is America's foremost
horticultural display. It is located 30
miles southwest of Philadelphia in
the historic Brandywine Valley.
Besides 350 acres of outdoor gardens
and woodlands, Longwood offers il-
luminated fountain. displays, .
fireworks, and plays and concerts in
an outdoor theater.. '
"The opportunity to work in an in-
ternationally respected botanical
garden. like Longwood can be the
thing that makes a successful career,II
Warthen said. "Youget the chance to
do hands-on stuff in a real place.
That kind of experience is really im-
portant when you go out looking for
that first job after graduation."
Warthen wiII work in greenhouse
production during her internship at
Longwood Gardens. She will gain
practical experience in maintaining
palms, orehids, succulents, roses,
ferns, tropical plants and outdoor
aquatics. The work involveswatering,
pruning, grooming, general cleanup,
leaf picking and insecticide
application.
Warthen will be paid a $700 per
The University News Monday, .April.18, 1~88 9
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is only the first step," she said. "Be-
ing selected is a competitivebusiness,
but there are ways to prepare for the
competition.
"Grades are important because
you are competing against a lot of
good people for the good intern-
ships," Warthen said.
"But experience is more important.
The people doing the selecting want'
to see proof that the student apply-
ing is really serious about what they
are trying to do. '
''Any job in a related field really
helps, even if it's not a dream job,"
she said. "While I -lived in Boise, I
was a plant janitor for ,an 'in-
teriorscape business. I hauled water-
buckets for a living. That job didn't
seem to have a lot to do with what
I was studying, but it helped me get
this internship." .
Warthen said volunteer work also
was one of the factors that helped her
get this internship. .
"While I was going to school in
Boise, I put in over 400 volunteer
hours at the Idaho Botanical
Garden," she said.
Any student interested in getting
practical experience in his field can
elect to do one or more internships
and can earn from 3 to 12 credits.
Some, but not all, internships are '
paid. Internship advisers will assist
students with ·the necessary ar-
rangements to receivecredit. Advisers
for each department are listed on
page 20 of BSU's fall 1988 course
catalog.
•
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Sidelines
Recorcls'·fall,
to BSUatbletes
in Glbb.:Classic
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
qualified Boise State's Crystal
Young for the NCAAaild Olym-
pic .Trialsin the heptathlon,
A crowd of some 2,000 people' Needing 5,300 points to qualify,
werewitness to some outstanding Young shook off a below-par first
individual efforts in the Bob Gibb day to reck up an incredible 5,588
Classic lmck and field meet at points to easily make the cut.
BroncoStadium April 16.In fact, Sprinters Sabrina Johnson and
some ,of the participants just Nancy Kuiper also had a banner
might be seen again this summer - day for the, Lady Broncos.
in the Olympics, but not Johnson swept the 100- and
necessarily representing the 200-meter sprints with times of
United States. . . 12.16 and 24.40 seconds respec-
Boise State's premier triple tively. Kuiper won the shot put
jumper Wendall Lawrence soared with a 47-4 heave and the discus
to a meet and stadium record of with a 154-9 fling. The BSU
55 feet, six inches and closer to women also won the 4XlOOrelay
making the Olympic team. The with a 47.61 clocking.
only trouble is that the team he is For the Bronco men, Clifford
trying to' make is the Bahamas Dillard won the high jump with
Olympic team. With his latest a 6"11mark, while David Lawyer
jump, Lawrence is now in second sprinted to 21.56,second time to
place in his effort to qualify for capture first in the 200 meters.
his native country. Matt Taylor tied for first with a
Boise State sprinter Itai Illouz 15-6 pole vault.
finished second in the loo-meter In addition to Lawrence's meet
dash, but his 1O.52-second time and stadium records jump, others
qualified him for the Israeli were Kris Schmitt of Montana
Olympic team. Ironically, the win- with a 13.86 in the women's
ner of the 100' meters, Chris lOO-metersand ISU's Terry Jones'
Stokes, is not qualified as yet for 54.00 in the women's 4oo-meters.
the Jamaica team. Stokes com- Paul Henderson set a meet record
peted in the winter Olympics as a with an 8:55.14in the 3,ooo-meter
member of the Jamaica bobsled steeplechase. ISU's Amber Welty
team. set a stadium record of 6-2 in the
Itwas an individual effort, but high jump while competing for
it was a grueling two-day, seven- . the heptathlon.
event individual effort that
U . Brian Becker I University Newsp, Up an.d awav: Wendell Lawrence set a new
triple jump record.In the Bob GibbClassie.
1.'11>'--
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Contact:
Lee Galway,
one of BSU's
top-rated Big Sky
tennis players,
returns a shot
in singles action
against Washing-
ton State
University
Photo by
Mark Jones
'1~t..IA~ If\2,vll~ .0-....-;0""
THE FERRARI OF NIGHTCLUBS
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BABIES ...•
Women's team
raises record
The Boise State women's tennis
team swept the Eastern Washington
Eaglesand the Montana State Lady
Bobcats April 16. In raislng their
season mark to 11-4; BSU downed
EWU7-2 and MSU 5-4. Their next
action will be against Northwest
Nazarene April 20 in Nampa and the
College of Idaho inCaldwell April
22.
~en's team
edges U of I
The Boise State University men's
tennis team edged the University of
Idaho Vandals 5-4April 16to clinch
first place in a four-day invitational
tournament hosted by the Broncos.
BSU travels to Moscow, Idaho, April
22-23'for the BigSky North Division
Championships. Winners -of 'the
North and, South' Championships
will play for the Big Sky Champion-
ships May 6-8 in Boise, Idaho.
Baseball club
defeats ISU
The Boise State baseball club
downed the Idaho State Bengals 12-2
and 13-1in a doubleheader April 16
at Fort BoiseSidDavls was the win-
ning" hurler in the first game with
Vince Alcalde, the only scholarship
player via football, hitting a two-run
double in the first to open the game
up.•Randy Reid posted the victory in
the second contest. Jay Jones sup-
plied the musclewith a three-run shot
in the second inning. Boise State
takes anX-3 record Nort h for a tour-
nament in Moscow, this weekend.
Other teams competing will be
Eastern Montana. Montana State,
Momuna, Idaho State and Idaho,
. build a strong
foundationwiih
good p~enatalcare.•••, ,'"
I " •••.••••..
336-0672
THURSDAY-LADIES' NIGHT
Ladies $3, Gentlemen $5,
FRIDAY-UNIVERSITY NIGHT
Students with 1.0. $3, others $5
,SATURDAY~PARTY NIGHT '
Adm Isslon.:......$5
Classttleds Monday, April18t 1988 11The University.News
Inc. (CCPS), 739 Ri.lt ViewLane,
TWinFalls, ID 83301 (298)733-7790.
COULD YOUBEa Boston Nanny?
Are you a loving, nurturing person
who enjoys spending ,time with
children? Live in .lovely, .suburban
neighborhoods, ..enjoyexceIlent
salaries, benefits, your own •living
quarters and limited working hours ..
Your round-trip transportation is
provided. One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
countries by bus, camp at night.
Contact. your travel agent or
TRADE WIND TRAVELLERS
CLUB, (212) 832-9072. ,
LOVING, PROFESSIONAL COU-
PLE wishes to adopt baby and pro-
vide with best of everything. Please
call Barbara collect: (208) 765-3187
(days), (708) 772-7638 (eves.),
GOV'T SEIZED HOMES from $1.00
(U-repair) BUY Properties for back
TAXES! For info. arid current REPO
list call (Refundable) 1-518-459-3546,
Ext. 3504A, 24 HRS.
CAN YOU BUY JEEPS, CARS,
4X4s, seized in drug raids for under
$Ioo? Call for facts today. (602)
837-3401. Ext. 871.
RED HOT BARGAINS! Drug
dealers; cars, boats, planes repo'd.
Surplus. You area Buyer's Guide.
1-805-687-6000. Ext. S-7849.
const., fishing, nurses, teachers, etc.
Excellent pay. For more information
call (206) 736-0449.Ext.A-72.
Help Wanted
THINKING OFTAKINGsome time
off from . school? We. need
MafHER'sHELPERS. Household.
duties andchildcare.Live in exciting·
New York City suburbs. Room,
board and salary included. (20~)
622-49590r (914) 273-1626. .
BLOOM· COUNTY......-----.....
sioo, WEEKLY POSSIBLE, typing
at home, summer too. Send large
S.A.S.E. for information.
Stooneback; 7620 Barnowl Trail,
Orlando, Flor. 32810. '
ALASKANOW HIRING. Logging;
NEEDA JOB? On Campus? Work
around your college schedule? Mor-
nings, afternoons, evenings? In-
between classes? Summer? Fall?
Winter? A·· Professional environ-
ment? And get paid for it? Do we
have a sweet deal for you! We have
jobs!! Watch the c1assifiedsnext week
for positions, available with im-
mediate openings.
byBerke .Breathed.r-------...:;._
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NATIONAL MARKETING COM-
PANY looking for ambitious Jr., Sr.,
or Grad. student to manage promo-
tions on-campus this fall. Earning
potential up,to$5,ooo. Flexible part-
" time hours. Call Randi or Dee. at
(800) 592-2121.
Miscellaneous
EUROPE, $29.50 A -DAY:'Visit ..,
* Lowest Airfares Available
* N0_ Service Charge
* Show Student Body Card
for Student Discount
)
I
.Drop in or Call 343-9413
MORGASBORED?
TRY OURS!
$2.99
by Damon Threet....---....--.........--....--..... .. ,ISURE PONT .WELL. YOUOwl U£LLO. 'fHIS IS 1?08£RT HOPKINS, I
R(/1£MBER Me 11NEW SUI/to WOULOLIK£ TO TI/LK TO YOUflBOUT
LfiST NIGHT WU£N YOU SPllflY
MUCH. \ PI1INT£O "WOPKliJS IS II FflSCIST
/
ST006E"ON tHE SUB,
OIJNO, ~ , WflNTM£
OHiJO, 10 CflL~ YOUR
I LflWYE/{?
~'~~
~-~'T .--~
OH MAN I?O{)[/?ICK,
YOU seeuv GOT
CRAZY U151(\,
(\ ~
\-df) -.>
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
SMORGASBORD
Served Mon.-Fri. 11:30-1:30
1\"'~_ D.''T'o I"' l\Hrlht l::;..q{\_Q.q{\
.lYJ.Ul1 .. u; ..I.l. "--O. J.':15L.I. v...,vV' ·v.""v
5970 Fairview
377~1244
4903 Overland
344-1234
Not good with any other offer.
Pilot Desires?
Under the EBU
llETIJG 1I~((J)1L»
Student Organization Fair
Sp ring 1988 ..,---;..;'----....;......,...~
Wednesday, April 20
11:00 am> 3:QOpm
IN THE QUAD
Sponsored by Student Activities
r,
SISTERS OF MERCY EL£KTRA60762 (8.98)
'- FLooOlANDS I
.,
THE SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS EL£KTRA60755 (8.98) BIKINI RED
10.000 MANIACS EL£KTRA60738 (8.98) IN MY TRIBE
TH.E ALARM I.RS 4206I/MCA (8.98) EYE OF THE HURRICANE
~EHOUSECHRYSAUSOV41592 MAN OF COLOURS
PAUl. CARRAeK CHRYSAI.1S 8FV41578 ONE GOOD REASO~ .
FLESH FOR LULU CAPITOl. ClT 48217 (8.98) LONG LIVE THE NEW FLESH
SQUfJ!ZE AIM 51' 5161 (8.98) BABYLON AND ON
DEPECHE MODE SIRE25614/WARNERBROS. (8.98) MUSIC FOR THE MASSES
-BRYAN FERRY REPRIS[ 25598 (8.98) BETENOIRE
THE RADIATORS EPICBfE 40888/EP.A. - LAW OFTHE FISH
tHE cut.T IIEllGAII'S ~/SIRE'25555JWAiiNm BROS. (8.98) ELECTRIC
EURYTHMICS RCA679H-R (9.98) SAVAGE
NEW ORDER QWf:5T25~21/WARN£RIlROS.(l2.98) SUBSTANCE
JERRY HARRISQN & CASUAL GODS SIRE25663IWARNERBROS.(8.98) CASUAL. GODS
TH£ SIi6THlI SlRt: 25849~1IAOS. (8.98) STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME
GENE LOVES JEZEBEL GEffENGHS24171 (8.98) THE HOUSE OF DOLLS
THECUR£ £L£KTRA60737 (13.98) KISS ME, KISS ME. KISS ME
PUBUC IMAGE LTD VIRGIN90642 (8.98) HAPPY?
CURIOSITY IUUED THE CAT IIEIlCURY832 025 llI'OI.YGRAM KEEP YOUR DISTANCE
GEORGE HARRISON DARK HORSE25643IWARNERBROS-(9.98) CLOUD NINE
STEVE WINWOOD ISlJoNO 25848/WARNEII BROS. (8.91) BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE
PAULSIMOH' -.. BROS. 25847 (9.lIp) GRACELAND
. PETER GABRIEL GEffENQHS 24088 (8.98) SO
THE DOORS EL£KTRA60345 (12.98) BEST OF THE DOORS .
THE SILENCERS RCA6442·1-R(8.98) A LEITER FROM ST. PAUL
JANET JACKSON AIM sp..3eG5 (9.98) CONTROL
TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY INTROOIJCING HAROUNE ACCORDING TO TERENCE TRENT 0'ARBYCOlUMBIAere 40964
MADONNA SlRE.255351WARNERBROS. (9.9B) YOU CAN .DANCE
SALT-N-PEPA . NEXTf'lATEAUPI;IOO7 (B.9B) HOT. COOL AND VICIOUS
JODY WATlEY . MCA 5B98 (B.9B) JODYWATLEY
WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN90603/ATlANTIC (8.98) SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE
. I .THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN WARNERBROS. 25m (8.981 DARKLANDS
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- THE LION AND THE COBRA .SlNEAD O'CONNOR ENSIGN8FV41 612/CHRYSAUS
LOVE .. ROCKETS BlGTIM[6058·I.aJRCA (8.9B) EARTH· SUN· MOON
D£F LEPPARD IlQlCIJRV 130 175 III'OI.YGRAM HYSTERIA
PINK FLOYD COURI.IllA DC <lOS99 A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON ,
SOUNDTRACltRCA6408-I-R(9.98) DIRTY DANCING.
STING A&MSP6402 (10.98) • • • NOTHING LIKE THE SUN
JOHN COUGAR MELLf.NCAMP THE LONEsoME JIJBtLEE
IIEIlCURY832 41S:i /POlYGRAM"
U2 ISlJoNO eG5lI1/AnNmc (9.98) THE JOSHUA TREE
INXS ATlANTICBI796 (9.98)' KICK
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN COlUMBIACIC40999 TUNNEL OF LOVE
DAVID LEE ROm WARNERBROS. 25671 (9.9B) SKYSCRAPER
MICHAEL JACKsoN . EPIC40600IE.P.A. BAD
GEORGE MICHAEL COlUMlllACIC40867 FAITH
FLEETWOOD MAC -"1lIlOS.25471(9.98) TANGO IN THE NIGHT
R.E.M.IAS. 420119/MCA(8.98) DOCUMENT
FOREIGNER ATlANTIC81BOB(9.9B) INSIDE INFORMATION
WROP£ El'lC8F£402411EP.A. THE FINAl. COUNTDOWN
K£NNY G.. AAIST~AI. 8-U27 (8.98; OU9TONES
LISA USA .. CULT JAM Clll.UMIlIA Fe 40477 . SPANISH flY
AEROSMITH OUfEHGHS 24112 (8.98) PERMANENT VACATION
ANITA BAItER EL£KTRA60444 (8.11) RAPT\JRE
GREAT WHITE CAPlTOI.lIT12565 (8.98) ONCEBmEN
llOUNDTRACK A&MSP 3913 (9.98) GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM
SOUNDTRACK DEF JAMsc 44042/COlUMBIA (CO) LESS THAN ZERO
:I~!~~~8
LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCH.
- DOOR.TO DOORTHE CARS EL£KTRA10747 (9.98) .
BEUNDA CARUSLE MeA42080 (8.98) HEAVEN ON EARTH
RICHARD MARX E~nAN5T 8301.\'1.98) RICHARO MARX
BONJOVI MEIICURY830284-I/POl'llll''U SUPPERY W1i~ WET
EXPOS[ AAlSTAAl.II44I (8.98) EXPOSURE
THE JETS MCA_2085 (B.98) MAGIC
. DOKKEN EL£KTRA60735 (9.98) BACKJOR THEAITACK
~ET~lliCA Hf~T~A 60715~!1391)) KILL 'EM ALL
MEGADETH CAPITOl. Cl-4BI4B (9.9B) SO FAR. so GOOD •.• so WHATI
BODEANS SlASH 256291REPR1S[(8.98) OUTSIOE LOOKING IN
P£T SHOPBOYS _riAH 4&972 (8.98) ACTUALLY
BILLY IDOL atlYSAI.IS ov 41620 V1TALIOOL
BUSTER POINDEXT£!l RCA6633-1·R (B.98) BUSTER POINDEXTER
RICK ASTLEY RCA6B22·1-R (8.98) WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY
DAVID BOWIE _nANPJ17267 (9.98) NEVER LET ME DOWN
SPYRO GYRA MCA42046 (8.98) . STORIES WITHOUT WORDS
, , ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POtYOOR831 27J.1/POtYGRAM PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
CHER GEFfEN~4164 (B.9B) CHER
PRINCE ~ FMlI25577fl111A1lio IIIlOS. (15.98) SIGN '0' THE TIMES
THE COMMUNARDS MCA42106 (B.98)
,
RED
LLCDOLJ DEF JAMrc 40793/COlUMBIA BIGGER AND DEFFER
38 SPECIALAUI 39IG(9.98) BEST Of 38 SPECIAL-·FLASHBACK"
LA GUNS VERTlGO834 144-1/POt YGRAM LA. GUNS
GUNS .. ROSES GEFFENGHS24148 (8.98) APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION
- ..... 7 ECHOANOTHE~
RICK SPRINGAELD RCA662Q.I-R(B.98) ROCK OF LIFE
TIFFANY MCA57.93 (8.9.8) . TIFFANY
DEBIIl£ GIBSON ATlNfTlC81780 (8.98) OUT OF THE SLUE
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We Are Not' IClub! . ~'
WE ONLYSELL CASSETTESIif: ACCEPT
PERSONAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS .
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE
THREE DOLLARS & FIFTY CENTS (3.50]. NO MATTER HOW-
LARGE OR' SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FIRST CLASS MAIL 'TAPES ARE 100% GUARANTEED
NAME ~ ---:. ~
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$3.99 x 1__ ......· 1=
CATALOGUE (1.00)
POSTAGE&
HANDLING
TOTAL
ENCLOSED
MAKE CfIECKSPAYABLE TO:
Students Publishing
·P.O. BOX 4649
FORT LAUDERDAlE,
FLORIDA 33338
$3.50
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